In the planning of modern cellular mobile communication systems, customer behavior has to becarefully taken into account. In this paper, two models dealing with the call retrial phenomenon are presented. The rst model considers a base station with a nite customer population and repeated attempts. A Markov c hain modeling is proposed and a recursive solution of the state probabilities is presented. The second model focuses on the use of the guard channel concept to prioritize the handover tra c. Again, the retrial phenomenon plays an important role. The in uence of the repeated attempt e ect on the quality of service experienced by the mobile customers is discussed by means of numerical results.
Introduction
In modern cellular mobile communications networks, the Quality of Service (QoS) experienced subjectively by individual customers or mobiles is the crucial factor to determine the system performance. Thus, a proper modeling of customer behavior is essential in order to gain realistic input for network planning. Due to the increasing number of customers and network complexity, the customer behavior in general, and the retrial phenomenon in particular, may have a non-neglectable impact on the network performance. In this paper we focus on the e ect of the customer retrial phenomenon on the QoS in a cellular mobile network.
Modeling of repeated attempts has been a subject of numerous investigations dealing with performance analysis of switching systems and communication networks. Under overload conditions, caused by the retrial phenomenon, a snowballing e ect of call arrival processes can occur, which leads to dramatic degradations of the call completion performance of single switching systems and subsequently of the whole network.
We observe a mobile communication system where a supported area is divided into cells, each of them served by a base station having a limited numberof channels. In future mobile networks, where microcells are under consideration, the cell size gets smaller and thus the number of mobiles served in a cell also will be relatively smaller, such that tra c models with nite numberof sources should beconsidered. These two aspects, customer retrial and nite number of sources, will be dealt with in the rst model of this paper, presented in Section 2. A Markov chain modeling is proposed and we develop a recursive method that gives the state probabilities. The in uence of the customer retrial phenomenon on the QoS is discussed by means of numerical results. We conclude this section by showing that for a large population, the model can be replaced by an in nite-population model, where the approximation accuracy is reasonable for practical purposes. Notably, the approximation is conservative, i.e., the blocking probabilities in the in nite-population model majorize the blocking probabilities of the corresponding nite-population models.
There is a large number of papers dealing with customer repeated attempts most of them model retrials in conventional wire-land telephone networks. The literature on retrial queues is summarized in (Falin 1992) and (Yang and Templeton 1987) . Signi cant e a r l y references on (statistical issues of) the retrial e ect are (Liu 1980 ) and (Macfadyen 1979) , whereas (Bretschneider 1970 ) and (Nesenbergs 1979 ) treat the performance analysis of these systems. In (Tran-Gia 1982) an e cient recursive algorithm is given in order to calculate performance measures. A more recent paper is (Choi, Choi, and Lee 1995), considering a retrial group of M/G/1 type that is particularly suitable for analyzing mobile telephone.
Another important issue is the modeling of the handover call process. This process consists of call requests caused by mobile users moving from one cell to another. The current ongoing call has to behanded over between base stations. Taking into account the customer mobility and the handover e ect, the cell faces two kinds of call arrival processes: fresh calls, i.e. calls originated in that cell, and handovers calls. Since handover calls already use network resources, they should becompleted rst. Normally they are prioritized with respect to fresh calls, since blocking a handover call, i.e. a call being processed where customers expect continuous service, will degrade more seriously the QoS.
With nowadays mobile handsets, redialing of blocked fresh calls is only a matter of pushing one button. The time spent by users beforestarting a retrial becomes shorter compared to the conventional telephone systems. These retrials will of course have a negative in uence on fresh calls being connected at their rst attempt and on handover requests, as the o ered load of the system becomes higher. The blocked handovers being regarded as undesired, this e ect should beavoided. To cope with this problem, the concept of guard channels has been proposed. These channels, which can be reserved in individual cells or form a poolfor a reuse area, can only beused by handover calls.
One of the rst studies on this subject is (Gu erin 1988), who explicitly nds the state probabilities of the model. Modi cations of this model can be found in (Chang, Su, and Chiang 1994), (Yoonand Un 1993) and .
The use of the guard channel concept in a repeated attempt environment is the subject of the model presented in Section 3. Using the repeated attempt customer model of Section 2 and knowing the threshold, where it is suitable to approximate the nite customer population by an in nite population model, we model a base station with two arrival streams: fresh and handover calls, where blocked fresh calls can cause retrials and handover calls are prioritized using the guard channel concept. We use an e cient, almost recursive' algorithm to obtain numerical results, which graphically show the impact of repeated attempts in this model.
A Cell-based Repeated Attempt Model

Model description
In this section, we consider a cell of a mobile communication network, where the customer behavior is described by a repeated attempt model. The number of customers generating calls in the cell is considered to be nite. As shown in Fig. 1 , a customer can bein one the three states: Idle, Active a n d W ait-for-Reattempt. In Fig. 1 , corresponding random variables for the durations and transition rates are also depicted.
Idle state, duration I, mean 1= . After nishing a call a customer will stay in this state until generating the next fresh call. In case of the call request rejection, the customer will enter the Wait-for-reattempt state with the retrial probability or abandon the call and remain in Idle state with the complementary probability (1 ; ). Active state, duration B, mean 1= . This state represents the use of a channel, its duration the connection duration. At the end of a connection a customer will bein the Idle state. Wait-for-reattempt state, duration R, mean 1= 0 . The customer will stay in this state until he generates a next attempt. When this attempt is rejected as well, the customer will reenter the Wait-for-reattempt state with the retrial probability or abandon the call and stay in the Idle state with probability ( 1 ; ). The durations of the Idle, Active and Wait-for-Reattempt state are assumed, in this modeling context, to be negative-exponentially distributed. We consider a numberof n channels and a limited numberofm (where m > n ) customers in the cell. As described above, a customer will repeat a rejected call with the retrial probability . The value of this probability is further assumed to beindependent of the numberof reattempts the customer has activated already. The resulting queueing model is shown in Fig. 2. 
Recursive analysis algorithm
The current state of the model can be described by means of the two random variables, the number of active customers Y (i.e. the actual number of customers occupying a channel) and the numberof customers waiting for reattempt Z. With the state probability de ned by x(i j) = P r f Y = i Z = j g Y = 0 1 : : : n Z = 0 1 : : : m ; n the state transition diagram of the two-dimensional Markov state process is developed, as shown in Fig. 3 . Due to the structure of the state transition diagram shown in Fig. 3 , the state probabilities can becalculated e ciently using a recursive algorithm as described below. For this purpose we de ne two macro-states S 1 and S 2 , as marked in form the linear equation system for the computation of the system state probabilities, where the following recursive calculation algorithm is used:
1. Set x(0 m ; n) = K 0 2. De ne x(i m;n) = c(i m;n) K 0 . The coe cients c(i m;n) i = 1 2 ::: n can be recursively calculated using eqn. (1a). The probabilities x(i m;n) i = 0 1 : : : n then only depend on x(0 m ; n) = K 0 . 3. Set j = m ; n ; 1 a n d x(0 j ) = K 1 4. De ne x(i j) = u(i j) K 0 + v(i j) K 1 . The coe cients u(i j) a n d v(i j) i = 1 2 ::: n can becalculated recursively using eqn. (1a). We arrive at the expression
On the other hand, according to eqn. (1b) we can calculate a w(j) s u c h that
With these two equations we see that there is an r(j) s u c h that The probabilities x(i k) i = 0 1 : : : n k = j j + 1 : : : m ; n are then only given in terms of K 0 . 6. Recursive calculation according to steps 3), 4) and 5) for j = m ; n ; 2 : : : 1 0.
The state probabilities of the whole state space are given in terms of K 0 . 7. Normalization of state probabilities according to eqn. (1c).
Impact of Customer Retrial on Quality of Service
To calculate system characteristics, the rates of tra c processes in the queueing model in Fig. 2 will be determined rst. These are illustrated in Fig. 4 and their indices de ned as follows F: fresh call, rst attempt R: repeated call S: successful call, completed call U: unsuccessful call or blocked call, which will be repeated B: unsuccessful call or blocked call, which are abandoned.
According to this notation, e.g., FS indicates the mean rate of rst attempts, which a r e immediately accepted and start a call.
The rates of tra c processes depicted in 
The o ered tra c to the group of channels consists of two parts, the rst attempt tra c part F and the reattempt tra c part R F = FS + FU + FB (5a) R = RS + RU + RB : (5b) The blocking probability experienced by a mobile initiating a rst attempt is given as
An important measure for the system performance, the mean numberof attempts per call can bedetermined as follows:
where all calls are considered. Regarding only successful calls, we obtain the mean numberof attempts, which have been made by a carried call: To illustrate the impact of the repeated attempt phenomenon on the quality of service, numerical results will be discussed in the sequel. Fig. 5 shows the mean number of attempts per call as a function of the normalized tra c intensity 0 = m= n, for di erent values of the retrial probability . The numberof customers is chosen to be m = 100. Keeping in mind the mean call duration in the range at E B] = 1= = 120 sec and the inter-reattempt-time at E R] = 1= 0 = 6 sec (12 sec), we set the ratio 0 = = 20 (10) in Fig. 5 . As expected, the repeated attempts causes a higher system load, an therefore, a customer has to try an increasing number of attempts before getting service. The blocking probability of the rst attempt is also higher than without repeated attempt, as shown in Fig. 6 . Comparing to the case without retrials ( = 0), it is clear that we cannot neglect the repeated attempt phenomenon.
In uence of the population size
It is intuitively clear that if the population m is large, there will be only a small di erence between the nite-and in nite-population model. Taking the customer population m as parameter, the relationship between the nite and in nite population cases is shown in Fig. 7 . For di erent v alues of m, w e g a ve t h e b l o c king probability of a rst attempt as a function of the o ered tra c. The in nite population case is clearly a worst-case, giving an upper boundfor the rst attempt blocking probability. Consequently, dimensioning by using the in nite-population model is always`safe'. This phenomenon motivates the assumption of in nite population in the next section. 3 Quality of Service Improvement using Guard Channel
Guard channel model including repeated attempts
In this section we pay attention to the use of the guard channel concept in conjunction with the repeated attempt phenomenon. As discussed in the introduction, the aim of guard channels is to give the handover calls higher call completion priority. Consequently, the blocking probability for handover calls will be smaller than for fresh calls. The reason for this priority mechanism is the fact that the subjective service quality experienced by a mobile customer is disturbed more seriously when by crossing the cell boundary the handover call request is rejected, i.e. during a conversation, as compared to the blocking of fresh calls. We consider in the following the tra c model (Fig. 8) of a cell in a mobile communication networks. The arrival process consists of two streams, which are are assumed to be Poisson processes: fresh calls with rate F and handover calls with rate H . It is further assumed that a blocked fresh call or a rejected call reattempt will have a subsequent retrial with a retrial probability . In the system context modeled here, no reattempts from blocked handover calls are considered. The cell has a numberof n channels, where one channel is declared as guard channel. This choice is based on the fact that in GSM mobile networks, where typical value of the channel numberisn = 7 15 22 : : : , i t i s s h o wn, cf. , that the choice of one guard channel per cell is already su cient to improve the handover call QoS considerably. Similar to the model in the previous section, the call duration and the wait-for-reattempt time are modeled as negative-exponentially distributed with rates and 0 , respectively. 
Analysis algorithm
Since all random variables in the model are assumed to have a negative-exponential distribution, the system can be modeled as a continuous-time Markov process. The state process can be represented using two random variables (Y Z), where Y is the numberofchannels occupied and Z the number of calls waiting for the next reattempt. This leads to the state transition diagram depicted in Fig. 9 . Based on the state equation system in accordance with this state transition diagram the steady state probabilities x(i j) = P r fY = i Z = jg can becomputed. We derive a nearly recursive algorithm for the steady state distribution, which allows an e cient numerical computation. The algorithm is similar to the recursive algorithm in the previous section. The basic steps are brie y described in the following. To numerically solve the system of balance equations we truncate the state space f0 : : : n g f 0 1 : : : g to f0 : : : n g f 0 : : : q g for some q large enough (i.e., such that the probability mass that is in the`deleted set' can beneglected). We call E(i j) the balance equation that equates the ow into and the ow out of state (i j). Notice that for E(i q) (where i 2 f0 : : : n g) the streams coming from and going to f0 : : : n g f q + 1 g can be skipped. The state equations can bederived easily from Fig. 9 , in which := F + H : In the algorithm presented in Section 2, we expressed all state probabilities in x(0 m ;n). Here, we will do something similar. Now we put x(0 q ) := K 0 and x(0 q ; 1) := K 1 : First, we express all state probabilities in K 0 and K 1 , i.e., nd for all states (i j) n umbers u 0 (i j) and u 1 (i j) such that x(i j) = K 0 u 0 (i j) + K 1 u 1 (i j). This is done by using all balance equations except two, and without using the normalization equation. Because of the singularity of the system of state equations, we can neglect one of the remaining balance equations. Then, the ratio K 1 =K 0 can be found by applying the last balance equation consequently, K 0 is the only remaining unknown. Finally, K 0 follows from normalization condition.
(i) Column q and q ; 1. Trivially, u 0 (0 q ) = 1 and u 1 (0 q ) = 0 : Based on E(i q) we are able to calculate u 0 (i + 1 q ) a n d u 1 (i + 1 q ):
x(i + 1 q ) = x(i q) F + H + q 0 (i + 1 ) implying u 0 (i + 1 q ) = u 0 (i q) F + H + q 0 (i + 1 ) and u 1 (i + 1 q ) = 0 i = 0 : : : n ; 2: This recursion can beapplied due to the fact that the only ux entering states (i q) (where i is in f0 : : : n ;2g) comes from (i+1 q ). So we solved the last column, except the entry (n q): In order to get these n;1 e n tries, we used E(0 q ) u p t o E(n ; 2 q ). Notice that we cannot nd x(n q) at this stage, because applying equation E(n ; 1 q ) w ould require the knowledge of x(n ; 1 q ; 1):
Recall that x(0 q ; 1) := K 1 . In the same way as described above, we can nd, by using balance equations E(0 q ; 1) up to E(n;2 q ; 1), expressions for x(0 q ; 1) up to x(n ; 1 q ; 1):
x(1 q ; 1) = x(0 q ; 1) This formula easily yields { in a recursive way { a solution for x(i q ; 1) in terms of both K 0 and K 1 : x(i q;1) = K 0 u 0 (i q;1)+K 1 u 1 (i q;1), for known numbers u 0 (i q ; 1) and u 1 (i q ; 1), and i = 0 : : : n ; 1: Now it can be checked easily that using successively equations E(n ; 1 q ) and E(n q), we can nd x(n q) a n d x(n q ; 1) (in terms of K 0 and K 1 ), respectively.
To be more precise, u k (n q) and u k (n q ; 1) (k = 0 1) can be derived from E(n ; 1 q ) and E(n q), respectively:
x(n q)n = x(n ; 1 q )( H + ( n ; 1) + q 0 (1 ; ) + q 0 ) ; x(n ; 1 q ; 1) F ; x(n ; 2 q )( F + H ) and x(n q ; 1) F = x(n q)(n + q 0 (1 ; )) + x(n ; 1 q ) H :
Now the last two columns are solved. There are still two unknowns, i.e., K 0 and K 1 , and we used equations E(0 q ) u p t o E(n q) and E(0 q ;1) up to E(n;2 q ;1): (ii) Column q ; 2 up to 1. We now show how to get column j from column j + 1 , by invoking E(0 j ) up to E(n ; 2 j ) and E(n ; 1 j + 1 ) and E(n j + 1 ) . By exploiting this trick q ; 2 times, we can express all state probabilities as a linear combination of K 0 and K 1 . Now concentrate on column j: De ne x(0 j ) := C. With straightforward procedures, similar to the ones above, we can write x(i j) := K 0 v 0 (i j) + K 1 v 1 (i j) + C (i j), for i = 0 : : : n ; 1 b y i n voking E(0 j ) u p t o E(n ; 2 j ): However, using E(n;1 j +1), x(n;1 j ) can be given in terms of only K 0 and K 1 as well. In this way we can express C in terms of K 0 and K 1 . More concretely, we found already numbers v 0 , v 1 , and such that x(n ; 1 j ) = K 0 v 0 (n ; 1 j ) + K 1 v 1 (n ; 1 j ) + C (n ; 1 j ):
Also, from E(n ; 1 j + 1),
x(n ; 1 j ) F = x(n ; 1 j + 1)( F + H + ( n ; 1) + j 0 (1 ; ) + j 0 ) ; x(n ; 2 j + 1)( F + H ) ; x(n ; 2 j + 2)(j + 2 ) 0 (1 ; ) ; x(n ; 1 j + 2)(j + 2 ) 0 (1 ; ) ; x(n j + 1 ) n implying that we can nd explicitly numbers u 0 (n;1 j ) a n d u 1 (n;1 j ) such that x(n ; 1 j ) equals K 0 u 0 (n ; 1 j ) + K 1 u 1 (n ; 1 j ). We get the equation K 0 u 0 (n ; 1 j ) + K 1 u 1 (n ; 1 j ) = K 0 v 0 (n ; 1 j ) + K 1 v 1 (n ; 1 j ) + C (n ; 1 j ) from which it follows that C = K 0 (u 0 (n ; 1 j ) ; v 0 (n ; 1 j )) + K 1 (u 1 (n ; 1 j ) ; v 1 (n ; 1 j )) (n ; 1 j ) :
We get for i = 0 : : : n ; 2, and k = 0 1, u k (i j) = v k (i j) + u k (n ; 1 j ) ; v k (n ; 1 j ) (n ; 1 j ) (i j):
It is a matter of simple algebra to derive u 0 (n j) a n d u 1 (n j) from E(n j + 1 ) . (iii) Eliminating K 0 and K 1 . We can proceed by this columnwise procedure, and nally we h a ve for all (i j) in the state space x(i j) = K 0 u 0 (i j) + K 1 u 1 (i j), for unknown K 0 and K 1 and known u 0 (i j) and u 1 (i j): However, up to now, we did not use E(n ; 1 0) and E(n 0): It has no use to employ both of them, since the system of balance equations is of course singular. However, using one of them, we get an expression for the ratio K 1 =K 0 . Therefore, x(i j) = K 0 U(i j), where U(i j) = u 0 (i j) + ( K 1 =K 0 )u 1 (i j). From the normalization, K 0 follows. It should benoted here that in case of multiple (instead of only one) guard channels, a similar procedure can beused. De ne for k = 0 : : : g , x(0 q ; k) := K k : Then the algorithm consists of the steps (i) Column q up to q;g, (ii) Column q;g;1 up to 1, (iii) Eliminating the constants K 0 up to K g : However, the procedure is almost analogous. In fact, by using all equations except E(n ; g 0) up to E(n 0), we express all probabilities as
By invoking E(n ; g + 1 0) up to E(n 0), we can nd all ratios K k =K 0 k = 1 : : : g . Consequently, x(i j) can begiven as K 0 U(i j):
We can eliminate K 0 by the normalization equation. In this subsection, we evaluate the impact on the redial behavior on the performance measures. Two performance measures are discussed: the fresh call blocking probability (more precisely: the blocking probability of rst attempts of fresh calls) and the handover blocking probability. In the rst two gures, we regard them as function of the o ered tra c. As in Figures 5 and 6 , we see in Figures 10 and 11 that the blocking probabilities increase (for xed ) in 0 , and increase (for xed 0 ) i n :
In the last two gures the blocking probabilities are drawn as function of the tra c mix Figure 13: Blocking probability of rst attempts of fresh calls H = F where F + H is held constant. This tra c mix in fact represents the ratio of handovers and fresh calls. Clearly, this ratio is closely related to the nature of the cell: it can beexpected that in`highway cells' the ratio will be rather high, as opposed to`city cells'. Apart from that, relatively small cells are likely to have higher values of H = F : In Figure 12 it is shown that, when regarding the handover blocking behavior, the knowledge of the total arrival rate (i.e., F + H ) is not enough the ratio of them has a signi cant impact on the handover blocking probability. From Figure 13 we see that the fresh call blocking probability is not a ected very much by the change of the tra c mix.
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper the repeated attempt phenomenon in cellular mobile communication networks was studied. The most important conclusion is that it is very dangerous to ignore the retrial behavior blocking rates are considerably larger than in the model without repeated attempts. This conclusion holds also in the model in which h a n d o ver calls are prioritized by the use of guard channels. The analysis is done by using two-dimensional Markov chains, whose balance equations were solved by e cient iterative algorithms.
